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ABSTRACT
UPDATED—June 7, 2018. Message Passing Systems (MPS)
is today a widely used architecture for distributed embed-
ded systems, where components communicate by sending
and receiving messages. Integration testing a system us-
ing MPS with a many-to-many relationship can be de-
manding as both the time and the order in which mes-
sages are delivered depend on the execution environment.
The non-deterministicness can lead to message race faults,
where the order of messages can result in false truths. If
a test cannot continue execution until the response has
been received, it can potentially lead to a message dead-
lock. Google Test is a popular framework for testing code
written in C/C++; it features a rich set of assertions and
fatal and non-fatal failures. This paper presents guide-
lines on how to test a non-deterministic message order in
an MPS system using additions to the Google Test frame-
work. From studies a set of solutions were brought for-
ward. Each solution was evaluated with the use of a mini-
malistic MPS system that we constructed for the task, and
the guidelines are based upon the results of these.

INTRODUCTION
Today, we are connected globally through different networks,
and mainly mobile ones. Due to rapid expansion and more
connected devices [4, p. 10-13], the throughput must increase
to be able to handle the new traffic and make new technology
available. To achieve this, new standards and innovations are
pushed and it’s becoming more computationally demanding
to test these systems. For example, the different software
components of an Ericsson 5G Radio Base Station mobile
network are multi threaded and linked via an asynchronous
message interface. This many-to-many message passing sys-
tem is large and while performing integration tests, thousands
of threads can and will be created, even more messages are
being passed around. This causes a non-determinism in which
order messages are passed and makes it difficult and some-
times close to impossible to write test cases for them in a
traditional deterministic way.

This paper will look into different solutions for this problem
and bring forth a set of guidelines to refer to when choosing
an approach to the aforementioned problem.

The clients to this thesis are Ericsson in Linköping. This
article and research was free to proceed in any way we saw
fit with the only demands being that the solution would in its

final state have identical or as similar as possible syntax as
Google Test.

Testing and automated testing
Miller [13] gives a good description of testing:

"The general aim of testing is to affirm the quality of soft-
ware systems by systematically exercising the software
in carefully controlled circumstances."

Testing is most often done to improve quality, ensure relia-
bility and to verify correctness and not mainly done to find
and eliminate bugs, instead the purpose is to verify that the
application will continue to work as promised by the specifi-
cations [11, 15]. Testing is expensive, but automated testing is
a good way to cut costs and is therefore the preferred testing
approach in most cases. Performing integration tests on real
systems is also expensive, therefore a lightweight simulated
test environment where we use stubs and mocks instead of
hardware and full functions with the possibility to test each
component in isolation reduces cost, both in expenses and
time.

To support integration testing stubs are used to simulate the
response and behaviours of the real software or hardware. A
stub is only used within the testing environment and is not part
of the actual product[2].

As an example consider a system where the database is con-
suming a large number of resources. Instead of using the
actual database a stub is created that mimics and sends the
expected responses as the actual database should but without
using the same amount of resources.

Testing in the various stages of the development cycle has
different objectives [2, 1].

• Unit testing is done on the lowest level. A unit could be
an entire class but it is more commonly a single function or
method.

• Integration testing is performed when two or more units
are tested combined as a larger structure.

• Acceptance testing is often done just before shipping the
system to real users, to make sure that the system is working
as intended and to its specifications.

The development teams on Ericsson performs a type of in-
tegration testing internally known as Basic Integration Test
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(BIT), and it’s also on this level we will study the problem.
In BIT the actual system hardware is not used; the system is
tested with the help of stubs that act as replacements for the
actual hardware and gives the same responses as you would
get from a real equipment. Ericsson uses Google Test as its
primary test framework for the BIT tests.

Additional requirements testing a many-to-many MPS
In a system using a one-to-one relationship, each message is
passed between one sender and one receiver which is highly
deterministic by design. When a system like this runs syn-
chronously, it is effectively similar to using function calls;
A message that’s sent acts like a function call and receiver
performs the function body.

In a many-to-many relationship, there’s many receivers and
senders passing messages to each other and this is often pre-
ferred or must be used in a larger distributed system. Further
mentions about message passing systems in this paper refers to
a message passing system with a many-to-many relationship,
as it’s in this area that the studied problem appears.

In most architecture and code, functions can beside their in-
tended purpose, be allowed to execute code which produces
side effects. Message passing systems have the extra knack
that not only executes code with side effects in the given sys-
tem but also result in multiple outgoing messages (Figure 1).

Expressing oneself in a test case against an asynchronous
system where one would like to assert that a certain message
is produced or received is proven difficult [9, 12, 19, 22].
Due to its non-deterministic nature in which order and when
messages are passed, a normal "do this, assert result" approach
will fail. From a direct need, this scenario births some non-
standard types of test assertions. One type of assertion is
needed to make sure what the next message from or to the
System Under Test (SUT) is. We dubbed it ASSERT_MSG().
Another is the possibility to express that a set of messages
must have be sent or received, however not in a particular order.
We dubbed this ASSERT_UNORDERED(). There are multiple
ways to design the implementation for both of these assertions,
however, there exist three major design choices in regard to
them being blocking or non-blocking and if these should be
forever waiting or end after a given amount of elapsed time.

In this context blocking means that the assertion is not letting
the thread running the test case to continue execution until the
assertion has a result and returns. A non-blocking solution
would therefore let the test case progress and has another way
of retrieving the result must be devised.

BACKGROUND

Technical interviews
During the preparation phase we conducted eight infor-
mal technical interviews with different teams at Ericsson
Linköping. Each interview was up to an hour long and held
in a room with at least one member from the currently inter-
viewed team. All interviews started the same way, letting the
team member(s) describe their part of the product with the
help of a whiteboard. The rest of the interview was a free
discussion around the topic of current, future and probable

Figure 1: A System Under Test(SUT) where one input mes-
sage could give several outputs.

asynchronous message passing issues related to that team’s
code.

Team Multi threading Asynchronous
1 X X
2 - X
3 - -
4 - -
5 X X
6 X X
7 - -
8 - -

Table 1: Unit testing problems in teams

As seen in table 1, four teams had problems related to testing
with either threads, asynchronous messages or both. It also
became clear that most teams which had experience with the
studied problem basically used one of the following solutions
to handle the problems.

Figure 2: A representation of how the test framework, SUT
and buffer interacts. The dotted box indicates that the buffer
could be integrated with the SUT.

Solution 1: Buffer
In this solution a buffer is implemented that holds messages
sent to and from the system under test. This buffer could
already be a part of the message passing system or SUT, oth-
erwise one must implement one (Figure 2). Depending on
which information the tester wants to be able to test, the buffer
could be as simple as a log which records parts of a message
or containing the most information if it’s implemented as a
list with recorded copies of all messages passed to or from the
SUT.
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When a MPS component, hereinafter referred to as a client,
sends a message to another client, the message and its reply
are stored in the buffer (please see table 2). When invoking
either the test-assert or the test-expect solutions the
buffer is searched for the message. The order of messages in
the buffer doesn’t matter as the entire content of the buffer is
searched for a match.

Time Incoming msg Content of buffer
1 M1 [M1]
2 M3 [M1, M3]
3 M2 [M1, M3, M2]

Table 2: Content of the buffer

Solution 2: Extended buffer
This method uses the same buffer implementation as its precur-
sor, but to prevent deadlocks this method implements a timer
that exits the search loop after a given time.

Solution 3: Sleep
The sleep method is significantly less sophisticated. It uses
the ability to suspend the execution of the current thread, in
other words sleep, for a specified duration of time. Imagine
a simple call and response test case. First one client sends
a message to another, and to assert the expected response
the thread running the tests sleeps for a predetermined time
and lets the SUT continue work in its own thread to produce
the response. When the test thread wakes up and continues
execution, the next instruction(s) will perform the test and
check if it has generated the correct response.

Teams that don’t experience any asynchronous problems have
in common that they run on a single thread and that there can
either only be one resulting message or that the communication
is tightly coupled via channels.

Testing frameworks
When writing code for tests, in other words test cases, there are
some things one would likely implement in one way or another.
For example, name the test case so it’s easier to discern which
test failed, present the results in a readable fashion, maybe
even create a test runner that starts each test case and gathers
the results. Here’s where testing frameworks come into play.
Many test frameworks already implemented these features and
more common features, such as a test bed or the ability to use
mock objects, stubs and similar aids. Mock objects are used to
mimic the behaviour of a real object. Stubs act as a temporary
replacement for a called module and give the same output as
the actual product or software, more explanation is given in
the "Testing and automated testing" section.

To make them more readily available, many IDEs now carry
an integrated part of a test framework or have ready-made
extensions for them.

For each test case it can be a cumbersome task to set up the
correct environment and if there’s need for the same set up
for different test cases, a lot of code repetition. Luckily many
frameworks let the user create test fixtures, which allows the
user to set up the system before running the test suite to satisfy

whatever preconditions there may be using a set up and tear
down phase. These fixtures will help to keep the test cases
repeatable and easier to expand.

An assertion is a command used to verify that certain con-
ditions are met by the SUT and is mostly implemented as a
function or a macro. Assertions are expressed in such a way
that they check if a logical condition is true for the system
under test. If an assertion fails, the common behaviour is to
stop execution of the test and tell the user which test case
failed.

There are a lot of testing frameworks available for C++:
Boost.Test, CppUnit, Cute to name a few.

Google Test
Google Test (sometimes referred to as GTest) is a testing
framework released by Google, and can be used to test soft-
ware written in both C and C++ [18]. It provides automatic
test discovery, mitigating the need to execute all tests manu-
ally. It supports a rich set of assertions and differs between
fatal and non-fatal assertions. Google Test also features tests
dubbed "death tests" which ensures that a program terminates
as expected. More importantly the framework supports the
ability to let the user define their own assertions.

Commands prefixed with ASSERT_ are fatal and behave as
normal asserts. The ones prefixed with EXPECT_ are non-
fatal assertions and report a failed expect like a failed fatal
assertion, however the test will resume execution. The non-
fatal assertions are mostly used for parts of the SUT where
a failed assertion wouldn’t result in a faulty product whereas
fatal assertions mark that the product is faulty and continuing
the test would be pointless until the fault is fixed.

Message-passing
A system where the only means of communication between its
components are by sending and receiving messages is called a
message-passing system. Here the different components are
mostly idle and react to incoming messages. The reactions can
vary but most are made up of one or more internal operations
and a resulting outgoing message.

Testing a message-passing system
When writing a test case it most often test in a fashion ex-
plained like

"When I send a message, M1 to the component, I expect
response R1 as result."

However, for a message-passing systems a test case would
rather be expressed as in the quote:

"When I send a message, M1 to the component, I expect
either response R1, R2, R3 or all of them in any order as
the result or part of the result."

Because we’re writing our tests for deterministic algorithms
while our message-passing algorithm is non-deterministic (Fig-
ure 3, 4), most standard tests are likely to fail. Most common
fails would be due to race conditions; not being able to assert
a certain message flow.
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Figure 3: A schematic over a deterministic message-passing
system, MU is the message-passing unit, C1 and C2 are com-
ponents, M1 is a message and R1 is a resulting message.

Figure 4: A schematic over a non-deterministic message-
passing system. MU is the message-passing unit, C1 and
C2 are components, M1 is a message and R1,R2,R3 is resulting
messages. R? is the instance of any resulting message.

Message* msg = new Message{"From: 1", "To: 2", "Please respond."};
message_passing_service.send(message);
Message result = message_passing_service.recv_msg(component2);
ASSERT_EQ(result.from(), "From: 1");
ASSERT_EQ(result.to(), "To: 2");
ASSERT_EQ(result.message(), "Hello 2");

Listing 1: Example code where all test cases most likely will
fail due to race conditions

The first tests in Listing 1 will fail since the code doesn’t
wait for an answer and just assumes that result will exist,
which it most likely would in concurrent code. Since the
message-passing service is asynchronous we are not sure the
other component has had the time to respond, therefore we
wait until a message is available for C2 and receive it (Listing
2). We waited for a message and got one. Due to the non-
deterministic nature of a message-passing system, we can
never be sure about the order of the messages, rendering the
second test useless.

Message* msg = new Message{"From: 1", "To: 2", "Please respond with cat"};
message_passing_service.send(msg);
msg = new Message{"From: 1", "To: 2", "Please respond with dog"};
message_passing_service.send(msg);
while (! message_passing_service.has_msg(component2))

continue;
result = message_passing_service.recv_msg(component2);
ASSERT_EQ(result.from(), "From: 1");
ASSERT_EQ(result.to(), "To: 2");
ASSERT_EQ(result.message(), "cat");
while (! message_passing_service.has_msg(component2))

continue;
result = message_passing_service.recv_msg(component2);
ASSERT_EQ(result.from(), "From: 1");
ASSERT_EQ(result.to(), "To: 2");
ASSERT_EQ(result.message(), "dog");

Listing 2: Example code where assertions most likely will fail
due to race conditions

This problem is somewhat manageable and easy to solve when
manually testing two components and one messaging compo-
nent, e.g. by waiting for both messages and then assert. On

the other hand, when the system grows and more and more
messages are passed around the system, expecting one specific
message could equally become more difficult.

Message race faults & deadlocks
The underlying problem can be described as either a mes-
sage race fault[16], where the order in which messages are
received determines if an expected result will be true or false.
Another explanation could be that if a thread sends a message
to another thread, and cannot continue execution until a re-
sponse has been received, it can potentially lead to a message
deadlock[8].

Threads
A thread can be seen as the basic unit of CPU usage. Using
multithreading, meaning execution of more than one thread
and using context switching to execute multiple processes or
threads concurrently, a system can take advantage of other-
wise unused computing resources [21]. In a message passing
system, the benefits of multithreading are equivalent. In a
multithreading approach, data is shared via shared memory
and synchronization performed with locks and semaphores.
In a message passing system, data is shared by sending it and
copying it from one component to another, as the message is
not shared, there is no need for another synchronization [7].

RELATED WORK
A number of articles have been written in the field of inte-
gration testing a message-passing system, related approaches
follows.

Additional ordering framework
Irannejad. Milad et al. are proposing the usage of a framework
that reorders incoming messages before delivering them to the
component that are under test[9]. The authors examine three
implementations of the reorder method, videlicet:

Blocking intercepts messages and releases them only when
all their dependencies are received.

Buffering this method buffers and periodically releases mes-
sages according to their respective dependencies.

Adaptive buffering dynamically adjust the flushing period
with respect to the behaviour of the SUT.

The author’s conclusion is that the methods with the best
results based on the evaluation metrics are blocking and buffer-
ing with 200ms as the frequency at which the buffer is emptied.

Specialised expressive test language
Ifeanyi Ubah created a domain specific language for testing ap-
plications developed using the Kompics programming model
for distributed systems [22]. Components in Kompics commu-
nicate by exchanging messages in the form of events[20] and
the author introduces a testing framework with a block based
language for writing unit tests.

Scheduled messages
Vilas Jagannat et al. presented IMUint as way to unit-test
multi-threaded code [10] as developers often want to enforce
a specific execution order of tests and a popular way to do
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so is to use sleep_for() calls. This method can produce
both false negatives and positives, the authors implementation
provides the programmer with instructions to make sure that
tests are performed in controlled order.

Removal of irrelevant messages
Subodh Sharma et al. present algorithms to detect irrelevant
messages and also reduce the number of relevant communi-
cations using symmetry patterns in a message passing system
[19].

In contrast to these, our paper presents guidelines that can be
implemented directly into Google Test, without the need of
a full extra framework. Our implementation is also aimed at
integration testing a many-to-many message-passing system,
as the problem with non-deterministic responses and message
races are found within this area.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Motivation
In Google Test any equivalent to ASSERT_MSG() or
ASSERT_UNORDERED() is missing. As stated previously these
statements would aid the test writer to express herself when
writing tests for a many-to-many message-passing system. Dif-
ferent approaches and solutions exist where most of them are
other frameworks to use together with a primary test frame-
work.

While conducting the technical interviews internally at Eric-
sson we found out that teams who encountered the studied
problem used one of three solutions to the problem. Literature
studies of design patterns and recommendations internally at
Ericsson and externally also pointed to the solution being one
of the three presented in the background section.

Therefore we choose to extend Google Test with the solu-
tions, thus integrating this missing functionality to the test
framework.

The resulting implementations feasibility will then be evalu-
ated and from this we’ll bring forth a set of guidelines recom-
mending approaches to this problem.

Summarised
Q: From found solutions, which would be the best choice with

regards to:

A) Code complexity of the implementation for a solution
B) Code readability when using the solution
C) Syntax similarity of the assertion to standard Google

Test macros.
D) Execution time
E) Success rate

Delimitations
We will delimit evaluation of our solutions to Google Test,
which is the framework that Ericsson uses in house. This
delimitation is done due to the time available for this thesis.

The found solutions will only be tested against a many-to-
many message-passing system.

METHOD
The control software
We created a lightweight application which sole purpose is
to simulate sending and receiving messages in an unordered
fashion. This way we could evaluate the different implemented
solutions. For future reference, this software is named Testing
ASynchronous message-passing TEsts (TASTE).

Figure 5: Main design feature of TASTE

TASTE simulated the problems via a simple mechanism. Two
different containers with lists of messages, are built into
TASTE. M1 contained all messages that were supposed to
be released, while M2 was empty to begin with (Figure 5).
When TASTE starts, messages from the first list are released
with a random delay between 0 and 1000 milliseconds. After
the delay the messages’ information is logged into the sec-
ond list, in other words this list acts as an inbox. When all
messages from the first list are released and the list is empty,
TASTE terminated (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Code flow of TASTE

The chosen solutions
We chose to use Google Tests non-fatal EXPECT_EQ to com-
pare the messages, as to not terminate the test case.

The assertion EXPECT_MSG was implemented as a blocking
function which waited until the inbox got ahold of the expected
message, and asserted this message’s equality to match the one
passed into the macro using GTests EXPECT_EQ operation.

EXPECT_UNORDERED was implemented in a similar way, how-
ever the parameter passed to the macro was a set of messages
and it constantly looped through the inbox from its calling,
trying to match the passed messages until it found all.

The solutions using sleep was directly implemented within
the test case and not defined as a macro. Their design and
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logic when using the EXPECT_EQ operation was implemented
in the same way as EXPECT_MSG and EXPECT_UNORDERED
respectively.

Both macro solutions was defined in their own C++
header file, expect_msg.hpp and expect_unordered.hpp re-
spectively. These were included into their respective test
case file, expect_msg.cpp and expect_unordered.cpp. ex-
pect_msg_sleep.cpp and expect_unordered_sleep.cpp used
their sleep counterpart solutions. For all test cases TASTE was
initialised as a test fixture which was set up fresh, before each
test case ran. The two first operations in all test cases were to
start execution of TASTE within another thread and detach it
from the test case to make sure they ran independently.

Evaluation metrics
To be able to compare each solution quantitatively, we will
have their performance and implementation evaluated, with
special interest to the following parameters.

The number of source lines of code (SLOC) will be used when
comparing the size of the implemented solutions. The measure
SLOC is often divided into different more specific measures,
we will look at Logical and Physical SLOC as defined in the
standard proposed by Nguyen et. al. [14].

Physical SLOC (PSLOC) are the number of lines of code that
aren’t comments or blank lines. Logical SLOC (LSLOC) is
counted disregarding the format of the statements counted,
and a line can therefore contain several logical statements or
span several lines. When compared, these measures can give
hints and clarity about the complexity and the effort required
to implement each solution respectively.

To gather the measures, we used the tool developed for use of
these definitions, The Unified Code Counter1 (UCC).

Before using UCC to measure, all solutions were stripped
from compiler directives and header guards, and moved into
separate files. This was done because a C/C++ macro would
be counted as one line even though it’s implemented over
several due to the common usage of the backslash to hinder
a true line break. And to break out the sleep solutions which
were implemented straight into the test framework.

The readability is an important part of written code [6] and
since 70% of the work put into a project consists of mainte-
nance [5], having highly readable code will result in reduced
time spent on maintenance.

Factors that affect code readability are many. And to focus on
readability while writing a test case mixing non framework
native assert operations and native ones, we will analyse the
similarity between the two in syntax and usage. Usage can
be measured in how many SLOC are needed to successfully
apply the operation; A solution which usage differs greatly to
the native test frameworks usage, will disrupt the flow and can
impede readability and a solution with a larger SLOC is often
more difficult to read than a smaller implementation[17, 3].

1UCC version 2015.12

The syntax similarity will be evaluated by visually comparing
the found implemented solutions assert operations syntax with
the available assert operations in Google Test. Here both
PSLOC and LSLOC, if it differs significantly, can be used as
a metric to spot differences, if any.

The implemented solutions’ execution time when testing
against TASTE will be measured via the time taken for the test
case reported by Google Test, given in milliseconds.

The success rate of the solutions will be gathered from the
outcomes of the different test case runs.

Two smaller helper scripts were created to help create and
parse the information from TASTE2.

The test environment
We divided the test into separate files, one for each test case,
to make sure they’re properly separated as to not interfere with
one another. Each test was run with the same seed for the
random device that determines in which order the messages
should be sent while the sleep parameters and the amount of
disturbing messages varied.

The test case to evaluate EXPECT_MSG was simply two mes-
sages in TASTE’s message queue and a copy of one of them
was passed to the macro. To evaluate EXPECT_UNORDERED
four messages were passed into the macro to assert. TASTE’s
message queue was filled up with 0, 5 or 10 more messages
to simulate an environment where more messages are passing
through. The test cases accessed TASTE via a reference to its
inbox and made its assertions against this inbox.

The source files expect_msg_sleep.cpp and ex-
pect_unordered_sleep.cpp had their own implementation of
the assertion. This was to simulate a solution which didn’t
necessarily have to be implemented within the framework,
but to mimic how a programmer would go about coding a
solution like this. The EXPECT_MSG sleep version worked in
two stages. Firstly it slept for a given time, then it checked
if TASTE’s inbox had the message passed to the macro. For
EXPECT_UNORDERED the sleep version slept for the given
amount of time and then looped through the inbox once for
the passed messages. The different sleep times varied from 0
to 5000ms. The sleep versions of the given assertions had the
same test case set up as its non sleep version.

RESULTS
All raw data from UCC can be found in Appendix A and
all raw data from TASTE can be found in Appendix B. For
simplicity’s sake we named the different seeds, and will hence-
forth refer to them as their letter code: A: 1337, B: 4711, C:
42, D: 3571290, E: 1984.

Implemented solutions
SLOC
The reported measures from UCC for both expect_msg.cpp
and expect_unordered.cpp shows that these are both small
implementations with little complexity. Every source code
2gather.py to run all test case combinations and parse_data.py to
present the data
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line could be counted as a PSLOC in all solutions and both
sleep variants are noticeably smaller. None of them reached a
complexity with a significantly high LSLOC compared to its
PSLOC which would be considered difficult to read.

Implementation Total lines LSLOC PSLOC
expect_msg 10 7 10
expect_msg_sleep 5 4 5
expect_unordered 24 20 24
expect_unordered_sleep 14 10 14
Usage Total lines LSLOC PSLOC
expect_msg 1 1 1
expect_msg_sleep 5 4 5
expect_unordered 1 1 1
expect_unordered_sleep 14 10 14

Table 3: Reported measures from UCC for all four imple-
mented solutions and their usage.

Syntax similarity and readability
The readability for writing the test case when using the im-
plemented assertions is equal to GTests own. This since both
LSLOC and PSLOC equals to one(1) line each for both the
new macros and GTests own assert operations, and their re-
spective method names blends in well because they mimic
GTests own naming convention. One can see that the syntax
similarity is identical in usage to Google Test’s own assertion
macros as seen in Table 4. All solutions actual implementa-
tions could easily be hidden within a C/C++ macro call with a
method name that blends in.

Compared to this, the readability for the test cases using the
sleep version is close to a native assertion. Both solutions are
using one native instruction for the framework and one C++
native sleep operation which blends with the rest of the test
case code, the usage for the unordered assertion needed more
C++ code to realise. Readability could be impeded since these
solutions have a higher SLOC for each usage as seen in Table
3.

Solution Macro syntax
expect_msg EXPECT_MSG(msg)
expect_unordered EXPECT_UNORDERED(msg...)
GTest equality assertion EXPECT_EQ(A,B)

Table 4: Syntax of implemented operations and native Google
Test assertion.

Execution time
Google Test reported the time taken for each test case and it
showed that each test case using a sleep solution, always took
at least its given sleep time and rarely some milliseconds more.
The solutions which don’t rely on sleep, were significantly
faster and took only the time it needed. In most cases the time
needed was less than the total for the sleep solutions however
always less in the same test case. For example, in Table 5 for
seed A, EXPECT_MSG passed after 262 milliseconds, compared
to the same seed the alternative sleep version took 1, 500 and
1000 ms respectively.

Seed ms
A 262
B 343
C 374
D 277
E 308

Table 5: The time taken for the test cases using EX-
PECT_MSG for each seed, expressed in milliseconds.

Seed \Messages 0 5 10
A 1158 3236 4471
B 1637 3155 4365
C 2657 3895 5524
D 1546 3317 5744
E 847 3173 4436

Table 6: The time taken for the test cases using EX-
PECT_UNORDERED for each combination of seed and num-
ber of messages, expressed in milliseconds.

One can easily deduce that finding the correct sleep time
is a tricky task. In Table 7 the success rate was 100% for
EXPECT_MSG when running against the test case for seed A.

Seed \Sleep 0 500 1000
A 1 500 1000
B 0 501 1000
C 0 500 1000
D 0 500 1000
E 0 501 1000

Table 7: A sample of the time taken for the test cases using
EXPECT_MSG with sleep, expressed in milliseconds. Each
failed test case is marked with a grey cell

Success rate
Both solutions without sleep passed every test configuration
as seen in Figure 7 while the sleep alternatives performed
worse and EXPECT_UNORDERED_SLEEP even worse, it failed
62.03% times.

In Figure 8 one can see that most test cases succeeded around
500 - 1000 milliseconds of sleep and none at 0 sleep time. At
more than 1000 ms of sleep the results show the test cases
succeeded 50% of the time.

DISCUSSION
In all cases the solutions not using sleep passed the tests
against TASTE. This is not that odd since these solutions
won’t stop until completion and the fact that each test case was
designed to be able to pass. And in a non-surprising contrast,
the solutions using sleep doesn’t succeed very often. The data
seen in Figure 8 can be explained by the fact that no message
was in TASTE’s inbox at time 0. Between time 0 and 1000
there’s highly likely to be one message in the inbox and for
EXPECT_MSG there’s a 50% chance that that message is the
correct one since the test case only had two messages in its
queue. There’s a possibility for a sleep assertion to miss the
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Figure 7: Number of tests passed of total test cases, grouped
for each solution.

Figure 8: Number of tests passed for each sleep time used.

expected message which can explain this low success rate. Let
t1 be the time when message m1 arrives into the inbox and t2
when m2 arrives. If a test case shall assert m1 then the test
thread must awaken between t1 and t2. And for some test cases
configurations, this was obviously the case.

Over all the readability of all solutions were high due to their
small footprint, one LSLOC and PSLOC for the macros, and
below 15 for the sleep implementations. The macros are prac-
tically identical in syntax to a Google Test operation because
of their use of an identical naming convention. This makes
them equally easy to understand as GTests own assertions at a
glance and have on their own no direct negative impact on the
understanding of what the test case actually tests.

The sleep solutions we implemented used two operations in-
stead of one macro. For the unordered sleep solution more C++
code was needed. This makes the intention of the written code
less likely to be instantly understood. One reason is due to the
lack of a good descriptive macro name. Should it be a problem,
it’s easily fixed since one can hide the solution behind a macro,
possibly named EXPECT_MSG_SLEEP or something even more
descriptive. However, if this solution weren’t hidden within
a macro repeated use will grow the SLOC much faster than a
macro alternative and would lead to worse readability.

Expect message
This assertion is designed to be used in a test case where the
need to assert exactly what the next message passed to or from
the SUT is. This method is also provided as ASSERT_MSG
which is intended to be used when it doesn’t make sense
to continue when the assertion fails. The implementation
takes the exact message to assert as a parameter. Internally
the function uses the ASSERT_EQ method that Google Test
supplies.

As shown in figure 7 the implementation was successful in all
test cases. This points towards that this solution will provide
good stability and repetition which is needed for a test case.

The implementation of this solution has seven LSLOC and to
utilise the function the statement EXPECT_MSG is used, which
is similar in expression and usage to the assertions and expec-
tations that Google Test supplies as standard.

Expect unordered
The EXPECT_UNORDERED method takes a vector of messages
as the parameter that is expected for the test to be successful.
The items in the expected list are then compared with the actual
content of the message box. When all expected messages are
accounted for, and no unmatched messages exist in any of the
lists the assertion is treated as successful.

A deadlock should not be possible to encounter as the mes-
sages are supposed to be in the message queue when the assert
evaluation is done, no wait for additional messages is imple-
mented.

Something that came up during the internal interviews at
Ericsson was the fact that, since their implementation of
ASSERT_UNORDEREDwas released to the test writers, there was
an increase in usage not only to erase the non-deterministic
problem, but the operation was often used because of its sim-
plicity to use. The programmers found it easier to just use this
since it could process a lot of messages in just a few SLOC.
This made the test cases harder to read and sometimes a bit
harder to understand as to why the programmer wanted to
assert those messages in an unordered fashion.

Assert operations with a timer
Adding a timer to both EXPECT_UNORDERED and EXPECT_MSG
is a good choice. Our test cases were designed to be finished,
however they could both happen to wait forever for a message
that never arrives thus never ending the test case. Here the
programmer can set the timer’s timeout to a max value when
he or she has decided that the system under test doesn’t work
properly and the test case should fail.

Considering another case where the programmer sets the time-
out to fire off just after an observed test case success, e.g. a
timeout of 5000 ms when the test was observed to pass after
4900 ms. Here the programmer didn’t take into account that
these times and timings can and will vary on his or her setup.
So there’s still a high uncertainty for what a failed test case
means. If the test case ran on a slightly slower system, a sys-
tem that has a higher workload or just that it got scheduled in
another way, the test will most likely fail more often. With
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that said, setting a timer with a larger timeout could mitigate
this problem.

The addition of a timer would also benefit the test suite
as it would prevent a deadlock from occurring as the main
test thread would resume the test suit and not stay in an
EXPECT_UNORDERED and EXPECT_MSG that might not be re-
solved. Instead of relying on the framework to handle timeouts
and possibly fail the entire suit, a timer implementation would
add the possibility to timeout one test and continue running
the suit.

Assert operations with sleep
These methods are implemented in just a few lines of code,
5 PSLOC for EXPECT_MSG_SLEEP (Table 3), and uses a stan-
dard EXPECT_EQ assertion, so any developer could effortlessly
implement this in a test case.

A critical aspect of the sleep implementation is to have the
correct duration of sleep time, too short or long and you’ll
miss the message. The difficulty of determining the required
time is that it is based on a lot of different factors that can
even change within the same environment where the biggest
factors are the same as for setting a correct timer timeout. As
shown in figure 8 our research indicates that on our hardware
and workload the preferred sleeping time would be 500 ms,
but this number will most likely vary depending on both the
hardware and previous tests.

One drawback with this solution’s ease of implementation is
that it is highly likely that one tries to apply a sleep to "fix" the
test case so it passes and since this solution isn’t that viable in
the long run, it’s likely that older legacy code have to rely on
these.

A prerequisite for utilising sleeps as a solutions main feature,
is that one must have the SUT and the test case running in
different threads, otherwise the sleep will not have the desired
effect. If they run in the same thread, then after waking up
-nothing will have happened to the SUT. This means that the
test case will fail almost always as we can see in our data for
a sleep of 0 seconds, since both parts have been idle. For the
sleep implementation to ever be successful the test case thread
should sleep and the SUT must be able to send and receive
messages independently of it.

Threats to validity
Each solution was evaluated with the use of our test software,
we can not claim that it simulates all characteristics of a mes-
sage passing systems. But it simulates the core aspects of
a many-to-many MPS with a non-deterministic message or-
der problem, and all solutions were evaluated on the same
software and hardware setup and with equal workload.

The replicability of results can be made as all the source code
for TASTE and tests and implementations for Google Test are
available online at GitHub3. The exact results may vary due
to different hardware and workload but the conclusions will
be as stated.

3https://github.com/niklasnson/taste

Source criticism
The articles presented in related work was mainly obtained via
ACM Digital Librabry or IEEE Xplore Digital Library which
both assure a high validity of the reports. One of the papers is
a master thesis, backed with many reliable sources. Most of
the articles were published in 2017 which makes them relevant
for this paper. One of the articles was published in 2011, but
this covers a stable field. The field of testing message passing
systems is not that large, so a paper that has two paper citations
and is presented at a conference we deem as credible.

Ethical implications
No ethical issues were faced with respect to the development
and result of this project. Furthermore following our guide-
lines may facilitate:

• Improved code quality as tests will run faster on develop-
ment hardware and therefore promote that testing is pre-
formed frequently which could have an impact if the system
requires a lot of electrical energy to run.

• A more productive work environment as the process of
finding and fixing bugs will be improved in early state of
the development process.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented guidelines on how to integration
test a message passing system (MPS) using Google Test. We
implemented a lightweight control software which simulated
the core problem and evaluated the three prevalent solutions
in Google Test, that were presented in previous work and also
described to us during the preparation phase. Based on the
result of these, we can say that a method based upon suspend-
ing the main test thread, using some sleep functionality, will
not be a feasible solution, as it is very difficult to estimate the
correct time to sleep. Rather we suggest an implementation of
a buffer that collects all messages, with this implementation
you can assert that one specific message has arrived or if a
set of messages has arrived, we also propose that this method
should be blocking and that a timer is implemented which will
avoid a deadlock when the buffer is waiting for a message that
is never received. We also verified findings in previous work.

FUTURE WORK
For future work, it would be interesting to implement the ideas
presented by Subodh Sharma et al.[19] to remove messages
that are not of interest in the current context. In a large SUT it
would possibly be desirable to reduce the number of messages
to handle and therefore improve the execution time of the tests.

It would also be of interest to implement the solutions in other
testing frameworks, for instance Catch2 and see if results
would lead to the same conclusion as we based the current
guidelines on.

To bring forth a plug-and-play general solution for
expect_msg and expect_unordered could possibly help
many developers and it would therefore be very interesting to
look into any possibility of this.

Also for the buffer with timeout implementation it would be
of interest to see if a general formula could be designed to
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calculate a (time > execution time) but as close to execution
time as possible so that the total execution time of the test is
not affected.
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APPENDIX

A. THE UNIFIED CODE COUNTER LOC OUTPUT MEA-
SURES

Total Blank Comments Compiler Data Exec. Logical Physical File Module
Lines Lines Whole Embedded Direct. Decl. Instr. SLOC SLOC Type Name

10 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 10 CODE expect_msg.hpp
5 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 5 CODE expect_msg_sleep.hpp

24 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 24 CODE expect_unordered.hpp
14 0 0 0 0 1 9 10 14 CODE expect_unordered_sleep.hpp

Table 8: All measured data from The Unified Code Counter.
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B. DATA GATHERED FROM TASTE
To clarify: ex = expectmsg.cpp, un = unordered.cpp, exsl =
expectmsg_sleep.cpp, unsl = unordered_sleep.cpp.
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Test Seed Messages Sleep Passed Time(ms)
ex 1337 0 0 1 262
ex 4711 0 0 1 343
ex 42 0 0 1 374
ex 3571290 0 0 1 277
ex 1984 0 0 1 308
un 1337 0 0 1 1158
un 1337 5 0 1 3236
un 1337 10 0 1 4471
un 4711 0 0 1 1637
un 4711 5 0 1 3155
un 4711 10 0 1 4365
un 42 0 0 1 2657
un 42 5 0 1 3895
un 42 10 0 1 5224
un 3571290 0 0 1 1546
un 3571290 5 0 1 3317
un 3571290 10 0 1 5744
un 1984 0 0 1 847
un 1984 5 0 1 3173
un 1984 10 0 1 4436
exsl 1337 0 0 0 1
exsl 1337 0 500 0 500
exsl 1337 0 1000 0 1000
exsl 1337 0 1500 0 1501
exsl 1337 0 2000 0 2000
exsl 1337 0 2500 0 2500
exsl 1337 0 3000 0 3000
exsl 1337 0 3500 0 3500
exsl 1337 0 4000 0 4001
exsl 1337 0 4500 0 4500
exsl 1337 0 5000 0 5000
exsl 4711 0 0 0 0
exsl 4711 0 500 1 501
exsl 4711 0 1000 1 1000
exsl 4711 0 1500 1 1501
exsl 4711 0 2000 1 2000
exsl 4711 0 2500 1 2500
exsl 4711 0 3000 1 3001
exsl 4711 0 3500 1 3500
exsl 4711 0 4000 1 4000
exsl 4711 0 4500 1 4501
exsl 4711 0 5000 1 5000
exsl 42 0 0 0 0
exsl 42 0 500 1 500
exsl 42 0 1000 1 1000
exsl 42 0 1500 0 1500
exsl 42 0 2000 0 2001
exsl 42 0 2500 0 2500
exsl 42 0 3000 0 3000
exsl 42 0 3500 0 3500
exsl 42 0 4000 0 4001
exsl 42 0 4500 0 4500
exsl 42 0 5000 0 5000
exsl 3571290 0 0 0 0
exsl 3571290 0 500 1 500
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exsl 3571290 0 1000 0 1000
exsl 3571290 0 1500 0 1501
exsl 3571290 0 2000 0 2000
exsl 3571290 0 2500 0 2501
exsl 3571290 0 3000 0 3001
exsl 3571290 0 3500 0 3500
exsl 3571290 0 4000 0 4000
exsl 3571290 0 4500 0 4501
exsl 3571290 0 5000 0 5000
exsl 1984 0 0 0 0
exsl 1984 0 500 1 501
exsl 1984 0 1000 1 1000
exsl 1984 0 1500 1 1501
exsl 1984 0 2000 1 2000
exsl 1984 0 2500 1 2501
exsl 1984 0 3000 1 3000
exsl 1984 0 3500 1 3500
exsl 1984 0 4000 1 4000
exsl 1984 0 4500 1 4500
exsl 1984 0 5000 1 5001
unsl 1337 0 0 0 1
unsl 1337 0 500 0 501
unsl 1337 0 1000 0 1000
unsl 1337 0 1500 1 1501
unsl 1337 0 2000 1 2001
unsl 1337 0 2500 1 2501
unsl 1337 0 3000 1 3000
unsl 1337 0 3500 1 3500
unsl 1337 0 4000 1 4001
unsl 1337 0 4500 1 4500
unsl 1337 0 5000 1 5000
unsl 1337 5 0 0 0
unsl 1337 5 500 0 500
unsl 1337 5 1000 0 1001
unsl 1337 5 1500 0 1500
unsl 1337 5 2000 0 2000
unsl 1337 5 2500 0 2500
unsl 1337 5 3000 0 3000
unsl 1337 5 3500 1 3501
unsl 1337 5 4000 1 4000
unsl 1337 5 4500 1 4500
unsl 1337 5 5000 1 5000
unsl 1337 10 0 0 0
unsl 1337 10 500 0 500
unsl 1337 10 1000 0 1001
unsl 1337 10 1500 0 1501
unsl 1337 10 2000 0 2000
unsl 1337 10 2500 0 2501
unsl 1337 10 3000 0 3001
unsl 1337 10 3500 0 3500
unsl 1337 10 4000 0 4000
unsl 1337 10 4500 1 4500
unsl 1337 10 5000 1 5000
unsl 4711 0 0 0 0
unsl 4711 0 500 0 500
unsl 4711 0 1000 0 1000
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unsl 4711 0 1500 0 1501
unsl 4711 0 2000 1 2000
unsl 4711 0 2500 1 2501
unsl 4711 0 3000 1 3000
unsl 4711 0 3500 1 3500
unsl 4711 0 4000 1 4001
unsl 4711 0 4500 1 4500
unsl 4711 0 5000 1 5000
unsl 4711 5 0 0 1
unsl 4711 5 500 0 501
unsl 4711 5 1000 0 1001
unsl 4711 5 1500 0 1500
unsl 4711 5 2000 0 2000
unsl 4711 5 2500 0 2500
unsl 4711 5 3000 0 3000
unsl 4711 5 3500 1 3500
unsl 4711 5 4000 1 4001
unsl 4711 5 4500 1 4501
unsl 4711 5 5000 1 5001
unsl 4711 10 0 0 0
unsl 4711 10 500 0 500
unsl 4711 10 1000 0 1001
unsl 4711 10 1500 0 1501
unsl 4711 10 2000 0 2001
unsl 4711 10 2500 0 2500
unsl 4711 10 3000 0 3000
unsl 4711 10 3500 0 3501
unsl 4711 10 4000 0 4001
unsl 4711 10 4500 1 4500
unsl 4711 10 5000 1 5001
unsl 42 0 0 0 0
unsl 42 0 500 0 500
unsl 42 0 1000 0 1000
unsl 42 0 1500 0 1500
unsl 42 0 2000 0 2000
unsl 42 0 2500 0 2500
unsl 42 0 3000 1 3000
unsl 42 0 3500 1 3500
unsl 42 0 4000 1 4000
unsl 42 0 4500 1 4501
unsl 42 0 5000 1 5001
unsl 42 5 0 0 0
unsl 42 5 500 0 500
unsl 42 5 1000 0 1000
unsl 42 5 1500 0 1501
unsl 42 5 2000 0 2000
unsl 42 5 2500 0 2500
unsl 42 5 3000 0 3000
unsl 42 5 3500 0 3501
unsl 42 5 4000 1 4000
unsl 42 5 4500 1 4500
unsl 42 5 5000 1 5000
unsl 42 10 0 0 0
unsl 42 10 500 0 500
unsl 42 10 1000 0 1000
unsl 42 10 1500 0 1500
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unsl 42 10 2000 0 2001
unsl 42 10 2500 0 2500
unsl 42 10 3000 0 3000
unsl 42 10 3500 0 3500
unsl 42 10 4000 0 4000
unsl 42 10 4500 0 4500
unsl 42 10 5000 0 5000
unsl 3571290 0 0 0 0
unsl 3571290 0 500 0 500
unsl 3571290 0 1000 0 1000
unsl 3571290 0 1500 0 1500
unsl 3571290 0 2000 1 2000
unsl 3571290 0 2500 1 2501
unsl 3571290 0 3000 1 3000
unsl 3571290 0 3500 1 3500
unsl 3571290 0 4000 1 4000
unsl 3571290 0 4500 1 4500
unsl 3571290 0 5000 1 5001
unsl 3571290 5 0 0 0
unsl 3571290 5 500 0 500
unsl 3571290 5 1000 0 1000
unsl 3571290 5 1500 0 1501
unsl 3571290 5 2000 0 2000
unsl 3571290 5 2500 0 2500
unsl 3571290 5 3000 0 3001
unsl 3571290 5 3500 1 3500
unsl 1984 0 0 0 0
unsl 3571290 5 4000 1 4000
unsl 3571290 5 4500 1 4500
unsl 3571290 5 5000 1 5000
unsl 3571290 10 0 0 0
unsl 3571290 10 500 0 500
unsl 3571290 10 1000 0 1000
unsl 3571290 10 1500 0 1500
unsl 3571290 10 2000 0 2001
unsl 3571290 10 2500 0 2500
unsl 3571290 10 3000 0 3000
unsl 3571290 10 3500 0 3501
unsl 3571290 10 4000 0 4001
unsl 3571290 10 4500 0 4500
unsl 3571290 10 5000 0 5001
unsl 1984 0 500 0 500
unsl 1984 0 1000 1 1001
unsl 1984 0 1500 1 1500
unsl 1984 0 2000 1 2001
unsl 1984 0 2500 1 2500
unsl 1984 0 3000 1 3000
unsl 1984 0 3500 1 3500
unsl 1984 0 4000 1 4000
unsl 1984 0 4500 1 4500
unsl 1984 0 5000 1 5001
unsl 1984 5 0 0 0
unsl 1984 5 500 0 500
unsl 1984 5 1000 0 1000
unsl 1984 5 1500 0 1501
unsl 1984 5 2000 0 2000
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unsl 1984 5 2500 0 2501
unsl 1984 5 3000 0 3000
unsl 1984 5 3500 1 3501
unsl 1984 5 4000 1 4000
unsl 1984 5 4500 1 4501
unsl 1984 5 5000 1 5000
unsl 1984 10 0 0 0
unsl 1984 10 500 0 500
unsl 1984 10 1000 0 1001
unsl 1984 10 1500 0 1501
unsl 1984 10 2000 0 2000
unsl 1984 10 2500 0 2501
unsl 1984 10 3000 0 3000
unsl 1984 10 3500 0 3501
unsl 1984 10 4000 0 4000
unsl 1984 10 4500 1 4500
unsl 1984 10 5000 1 5001
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